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INTRODUCTION 
 

This guide will help you get started with Mobile Manager and provides an 
overview on site navigation. You’ll also find supporting information on each 
page within Mobile Manager via help hints.  
 
Head to: Mobile Manager > Help Menu (on the top right-hand corner) 
 
It’s worth noting that not everything in this guide is relevant to all types of 
users, due to different access permissions. If there’s something here you think 
you need to use, but you don’t have the correct user rights to access, please 
talk to your company’s main administrator. 
 

OVERVIEW 
 

Mobile Manager (www.mobilemanager.ee.co.uk) provides you with the ability 
to view and analyse your mobile billing information online, and amongst other 
services, it also enables you to:  

• Create and update a company structure to organise your phones 

• Set up other users within your company to use the service 

• Create reports based on billing information 

• Change user-names  

• Change Network Features (Simple Service) 

• Change SIM cards 

• Request PAC/STAC Codes 

• Download Equipment and Airtime invoices 

• Order online 
 
Full itemisation for every user is available, many reports and summaries are 
available to cover every aspect of usage and spend. Reports can be 
downloaded in a variety of formats, including .csv and .pdf. Phone users can 
also easily tag their personal calls (if user access permits) and submit the 
results for recharging centrally.  
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mobilemanager.ee.co.uk/
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REPORTS 
 

The reports menu is available from the left hand side vertical navigation from 
every page in Mobile Manager.  
 

 

The main Reports page breaks down your bills into a selection of quick, customisable reports. 

The Reports section is where you’ll spend most of your time once you’re all set 
up. From here, you can view a quick summary per user of usage and costs 
(Costs > Phone Summary), compare peak vs. off-peak usage (When > Peak/Off-
peak), view details of your most regularly called numbers (Where > Frequently 
Dialled numbers), view all roaming usage (How > Roaming), or create your own 
custom reports (e.g. Report Wizard). 
 
Most reports begin with a summary of the data. From there, you can choose to 
either sort the results by the departments you’ve set up in your structure, or by 
the individual categories from that report. For example, we’re looking at the 
‘Call Class’ report here. It’s initially broken down by transmission type (in the 
first column - GPRS, Voice, SMS, etc). 
 
You also have the capability on some reports to list the current month, or the 
last 3, 6 or 12 months that makes reporting across multiple months easy, 
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For printing, saving and scheduling options, use the icons on 
the top right of the report you’re viewing.  

 
 

 
The two icons next to the record type you’re viewing control how you drill into 
the data further: 

 
 

 

Drills into the company structure for the category you select, 
i.e., clicking Select Groups in the SMS category will show you 
all SMS usage per department. 
 

       

Takes you straight to the itemisation report for the chosen 
category, showing usage for the entire company.  

 
 
Once you’ve drilled into a report, you’ll see some extra filtering options at the 
top of the page allowing you to customise the view or change the breadcrumb 
trail through your structure. 
 
Also note that once you are within a report, the list of reports that you see 
when you first entered the ‘Reports’ section will remain at the top. Hover over 
a section to view the corresponding reports.  
 

 
 

The navigation pane at each report page allows you to move within the menu  
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REPORT FINDER 
 

Using the report finder filter at the top of the report menu, you can allow 

Mobile Manager to direct to the report or reports that will best suit your query. 

You’re able to select what you’d like to report on - charges, usage, bundle 

usage.  The report area will grey out any reports that do not relate to that 

particular charge type.  

 

 
If you answer more questions the system will remove non relevant reports. 

 
Until you are directed to the most relevant report as below 

 
 

COSTS 
 

This menu gives you a breakdown of costs against key metrics (e.g. month, 

department, etc.).  
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MONTHLY CHARGE ANALYSIS 
 

Shows the monthly breakdown of the total bill for the company and the 
associated invoices. 
 
You can then drill into the report to categorise charges by invoice number or 
charge type (recurring charge, one off charge, usage charge, etc). 
 
This report displays the entire invoice information and cannot be broken down 
by company structure. Because of this, only the main admin user can view this 
report. 
 
This report is also helpful for you to directly reconcile against your invoice.  
 

 

 

COST ALLOCATION 
 

Does the same job 
as the Monthly 
Charge Analysis 
report, but breaks it 
down by company 
structure level 
instead. You can 
break the details 
down to go straight 
to the list of 
charges. 

 
 

 
 

 

This report can be viewed using any company structure that you are assigned 
to and is available to all levels of user access.  
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PHONE SUMMARY 
 

This is a great place to start each month, giving you an overview of each user’s 
usage and charges. You can get a breakdown of the charges by clicking the 
folder icon next to the phone number. The default view gives you the report 
from the highest level of the company structure your login allows, and can be 
filtered to a specific department using the Reporting Structure tab. 
 
You can also select a range of  3, 6 or 12 months as well as select  inactive 
phones.  This will show devices that haven’t incurred any out-going 
call/data/text records. 
 

 
 

The ‘Phone summary’ report summarises the charges for all users in your company 

 

CALL COST 
 

Gives details of all calls made 
across a group of pre-defined cost 
ranges, making it very easy to find 
the expensive calls and identify 
the user making them. 
 
 This report can be viewed using 
any company structure you are 
assigned to. 

  

MOST EXPENSIVE 

 

Lists the 100 most expensive calls/texts/data connections. This report looks at 
usage across the entire user base – selecting a department in the company 
structure will not filter the results. 
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CALL ITEMISATION 

 
You’ll find the call itemisation here, either on a per department or per user 
level. Use the Search box to find a specific user or department, and use ‘zero 
entries’ option to toggle between those calls that have no amount. This report 
can be viewed using any company structure you are assigned to. 
 

 
 
 

VAT EXEMPT 
 

Same as the ‘Call Allocation‘ report above, except this one only shows VAT-
exempt usage. VAT-exempt usage typically includes any usage outside the EU, 
and certain multimedia SMS services. This report can be viewed using any 
company structure you are assigned to. 
 
 

INVOICE DETAILS 
 

The fixed cost report provides the invoice details and spells out received 
payments and any outstanding amounts. Because of this, only the main admin 
user can view this report. 
 
Company structure drill down is also available; ultimately you are presented 
with a list of usage records which match your selection. 
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WHEN 
 

This menu gives you a breakdown of costs against various time ranges.  
 

DAILY USAGE 

 
Breaks down the month’s usage into a day-by-day summary. You can then drill 
into each day’s results by department (down to individual user level), or hit the 
folder icon to go straight to the full itemisation for that day. 
 

 
 
 

PEAK/OFF-PEAK 
 

Similar to the ‘Daily Usage‘ report above, except this splits usage out into peak 
and off-peak categories.  This report can be viewed using any company 
structure you are assigned to. 
 

HOURLY USAGE 

 
The ‘Hourly Usage‘ report collates all usage across the month at each hour of 
the day. This report can be viewed using any company structure you are 
assigned to. 
 

LONGEST CALL 
 

Lists the top 100 longest calls made that month. 
 

CALL DURATION 

 
Separates voice calls into groups of specific durations. Ideal for identifying 
unusually long calls. This report can be viewed using any company structure 
you are assigned to. 
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You can drill further into department or line itemisation  

 
 

WHERE 
 

This menu shows you where the call costs are getting incurred from. 
 
 

CALL DESTINATION 

 
Breaks down your usage by the type of call made. 
 

Each destination can be broken down into relevant sub-categories. For 
example, clicking the folder link on Landline breaks those calls down 
geographically, doing the same with the Roaming calls groups them by the 
foreign network the calls were made through. 
 
This breakdown is only available to users assigned at the top level of the 
company structure; all other users will go directly from the destination 
category to the itemisation. 
 
This report can be viewed using any company structure you are assigned to. 
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FREQUENTLY DIALLED NUMBERS 

 
Organises all outgoing calls by number dialled, allowing you to quickly see the 
most popular numbers your users call. 
 
 

HOW 
 

Helps you view calls into specific categories.  
 
 

MOBILE VOICE VPN 
 
 

Breaks down usage based on your Mobile Voice VPN setup. Calls are 
categorised by the origin and destination (office or mobile phone). For 
example, Mobile to Office shows calls from the company mobile phones to 
your office numbers in the closed user group. 
 
This report can be viewed using any company structure you are assigned to. 
 
 

ROAMING 
 

Details all usage from outside the UK, categorised by incoming and outgoing 
calls, SMS and GPRS. 
 
Especially useful for companies with high international usage, or finding out if 
a user has been using the company mobile on holiday. 
 

This report can be viewed using any company structure you are assigned to. 
 
 

CALL CLASS 

 
Breaks down usage by transmission types (Voice, SMS, GPRS, etc). 
 
This report can be viewed using any company structure you are assigned to. 
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BUNDLE USAGE 
 

Breaks down usage into ‘Inclusive/Discounted‘ (any usage that either comes 
out of a bundle or is reduced in price by one) and ‘Additional‘ (any usage 
charged at the full rate). You can then drill further into the results by category 
or department. 
 
This report can be viewed using any company structure you are assigned to. 
 

 

 

INCLUSIVE USAGE BY PHONE 
 

Similar to the ‘Bundle Usage‘ report above, except this report also gives details 
of any cash bundles on the account. 
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SUMMARY OF INCLUSIVE USAGE 
 

Displays all available usage bundles, giving a brief summary of total units used 
and rolled over for each. 
 
Drill down to see which handsets used each bundle, and the total units they 
each used. 
 
As this report collates usage across the entire account, it can only be viewed 
by users with top level access. 
 

REPORT WIZARD 
 

The ‘Report Wizard’ tool allows you to run custom reports on your billing data. 
You can create reports based on usage with ‘Call Reports’ and reports based 
on charge information via ‘Charge Reports‘. 
 
 

SCHEDULED REPORTS 
 
In this section, you’ll be able to view any reports that you have scheduled from 
Mobile Manager. 
 
 

CALL REPORTS - NEW 
 
The ‘Call Report‘ contains a number of filters you can use to tailor your report.  
 

• ‘Who’ – select the area to report on, from the entire company down to an 
individual user.  

• ‘Where’ – Specify the dialled number, area code, place called or internal 
calls  

• ‘When’ – specify a date and time range, and peak/off-peak times  

• ‘How’ – Specify a usage type (voice, SMS, GPRS, etc.) call destination, 
roaming / not roaming 

 
Click ‘Run’ to see the results or if you want to run the same report each month, 
click ‘Save’ and ‘Run’ instead. Saved reports appear under the ‘Scheduled 
Reports’ menu. 
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As you build up your report the Your Selected Criteria box on the right hand side of the screen begins to build up with the 
selected filters. 

 
 

CHARGE REPORTS – NEW 
 

‘Charge reports’ work in the same way as the ‘Call Reports’ above, except they 
look at talk plans, bundles and one-off charges (anything that isn’t phone 
usage, basically). 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

This document has been produced by EE and is furnished to you solely for your 
information and may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to 
any other person. 
 
The contents of this document are strictly private and confidential between 
you and EE and you must keep confidential all information contained herein 
and shall not disclose any part of such information to any third party, or copy it 
in any form, without the prior written consent of EE. If you have an agreement 
with EE, you are bound by the confidentiality and other obligations contained 
in such agreement in respect of all information contained in this document. 
 
Whist EE has taken care to try and ensure that the information contained in 
this document is accurate at the date of publication, EE cannot accept any 
liability for any error or omission. The Mobile Manager website is under 
constant development and as additional information becomes available or any 
inaccuracies become apparent, EE reserves the right, but shall not be obliged, 
to make alterations to the data contained herein. The up-to-date position 
should be checked with your EE Account Manager. 
 
This document and all intellectual property in the document and the 
information and data contained in the document, including without limitation 
relating to its format and presentation, is and shall remain the sole property of 
EE. 
 
Nothing in this document is binding on EE or any of its parent or subsidiary 
undertakings or any of its officers or employees. 
 
No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to, and no 
reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained herein and, accordingly, none of EE or any or of its 
parent or subsidiary undertakings or any of its officers or employees accepts 
any liability whatsoever (save in respect of fraud or fraudulent 
misrepresentation, and personal injury or death to the extent that it results 
from its negligence) arising directly or indirectly from use of this document. 
 
By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing 
limitations. 
 


